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Get the Most Out of the AEC Collection:  
Use FormIt for early stage design 
Heather Lech, AIA 
Autodesk, Inc. 
 

 

Description 

FormIt Pro is Autodesk's premier AEC 3D modelling and analysis environment for conceptual and 
computational design workflows. Take advantage of FormIt Pro in AEC Collections to expand and 
diversify your services while designing with sustainability in mind. This class will show workflows that 
involve FormIt Pro and other products in the AEC Collections. Start your FormIt Pro model by assigning a 
location and importing BIM context from InfraWorks for 3D terrain, buildings, and roadways. Explore 
design options quickly and efficiently in FormIt Pro by integrating Dynamo graphs while controlling the 
graph through FormIt Pro’s simple interface. Quantify and present design options by importing a FormIt 
massing model into Revit to quickly document space-planning and feasibility studies. Present real-time 
visualizations to clients by importing a more detailed FormIt model into Revit for a walkthrough and 
continue to detail and document the design in Revit. 

 

Speaker 

Heather has been working for Autodesk since 2005 where she’s been involved in designing, developing 
and testing Autodesk software. She is a licensed architect, practicing in the field for eight years before 
joining Autodesk. Her current role is Product Manager for FormIt, which is part of the AEC Generative 
Design Group. Previously, she worked as a Product Owner and Experience Designer for Autodesk Revit.  
As a Product Manager, she delivers value to AEC customers and the Autodesk business by researching, 
designing, prioritizing and planning releasable work. She uses her expertise in both the AEC domain and 
the software development process, while balancing customer feedback and Autodesk strategy, to 
continuously deliver short-term quality improvements and longer-term product vision so that our 
customers see the value in FormIt and in subscribing to Autodesk. 

 

Learning Objectives 

• Bring in 3D context from InfraWorks to use in FormIt Pro to start your model with 
accurate buildings and terrain. 

• Integrate the power of Dynamo into early design exploration without leaving 
FormIt’s intuitive interface. 

• Import a FormIt model into Revit for scheduling and quantification of space-
planning and feasibility studies. 

• Import a FormIt model into Revit for advanced visualization while preserving FormIt 
materials. 
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FormIt Pro Overview  

FormIt Pro is Autodesk's premier AEC 3D modeling and analysis environment for conceptual and 
computational design workflows.  You can take advantage of FormIt Pro in the AEC Collection to 
expand and diversify your services while designing with sustainability in mind. 

 
 

FormIt Pro is for designers who want… 
 
 
A fluid 3D sketching experience for early stage design inside the 
Autodesk ecosystem. 
A combination of environmental analysis and compute 
integration for informed design exploration. 
A seamless integration with Revit for less rework when 
transitioning from conceptual design to detailed design and 
documentation. 
  
      

The Value of FormIt 
 
Start simple and add complexity as needed. 
FormIt is a solid modeler; you can design in both additive and subtractive methods by pushing 
and pulling solids and voids. As a solid modeler, FormIt has diagnostics and repair tools to 
ensure geometry will translate to 3D printers and other solid modeling apps like 3ds Max, Revit, 
and more. 
 
Directly connect to Revit with less rework. 
Unlike any other conceptual modeling tool, FormIt’s levels, group categories, location and 
materials transfer to Revit with no rework. Transfer your model to Revit for real-time realistic 
visual presentations and for detailed design and documentation. 
 
Unique combination of Dynamo computation and direct manipulation 
An integrated Dynamo workflow allows for early design exploration using generative BIM. 
Design technologists can create Dynamo graphs while architectural designers manipulate 
Dynamo-driven geometry without leaving FormIt. 
 
Leverage location data for environmental and sustainable analysis 
Identifying a project location, whether directly from FormIt or via InfraWorks for 3D context, gives 
access to weather data, sun and shadow studies, solar radiation and Insight energy analysis 
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outputs for informed analysis earlier in the design process. Additional analysis tools include 
watertight and back face diagnostics. 
 
Take advantage of the Autodesk ecosystem by sharing data on BIM 360 
Save, share, view and track issues on BIM 360 Docs for project coordination. Additionally, use 
FormIt Pro’s multi-user environment for real-time collaboration. 
 
Available on iPad, web and desktop for access anywhere, anytime. 
 
 
                          

FormIt Pro and InfraWorks for 3D context  

InfraWorks Model Builder is a great way to quickly generate 3D context for your FormIt project. 
Model Builder generates roadways, topography, and building data. It then imports to FormIt via 
FBX.  

   
 

Step by Step guide 
 

1. In InfraWorks, start Model Builder to create the context. Enter an address, crop to desired 
area. Create the model- you will be notified by email when it is ready to view. 

2. Export in multiple parts: buildings, terrain and roadways. 
a. To export only the buildings, turn off Surface Layers from the Display panel: 

(click on the lightbulb icon) 
b. Export as FBX 
c. To export only the terrain image map, and roadways, turn off the buildings, then 

export. 
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3. Set location in FormIt (it doesn’t transfer between products…yet!) 

       
 

4. Import the FBX files into FormIt 
 

       
 

5. Set up layers. 
a. Create two new layers; one for the building FBX file and one for 

the Site and Roadways FBX file. 
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b.  Select each FBX file, which comes in as a FormIt Group, and assign it to a layer. 

 
 

6. Rotate working grid to align with the site for ease of modeling. 
a. Right-click outside of the model elements on the grid. Select the Set Axes button. 

 
b. Click to place the origin point along the edge of the site. Then drag the red line to align 
with the edge of the site. Click to finish and the grid will rotate to align with the site. 
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7. Show North Arrow. Go to Visual style panel on the right (sun glasses). Click on the 
Environment tab (third tab) and check the box next to North Arrow.  

 

 
Tips and Best Practices 
• If context comes in at a high elevation, bring it down to the workplane by selecting it and 

dragging it down. Snap it to a plane that is already drawn on the workplane grid. (Hold 
down SHIFT key when dragging to stay aligned to the Z-axis) 

• Model Builder works best for sites in the USA, but you can install country kits for locations 
in Europe – find them on the Autodesk Desktop App.  

• This is just an FBX- you can use this technique for other shared data. 

• If your site is relatively flat, then for conceptual design purposes, you may want to 
approximate the ground plane with a flat plane drawn in FormIt. 

• FormIt now offers 3D terrain when setting location – this is great for topography but won’t 
bring in building or roadway context. I didn’t use it in this example, but you can access it 
from the Location button. When choosing a site, choose the “Import Satellite Image and 
Terrain” button. The terrain will come in on its own layer which is turned off by default. 
Turn it on from the Layers panel. 

• It’s possible that if you bring in terrain data from both FormIt’s Location workflow and from 
InfraWorks Model Builder, the geometry won’t align perfectly. You may need to move one 
to get them to align. I’m not sure why this happens, but for the purposes of conceptual 
design, the location is accurate enough.  

• InfraWorks export settings: “Use entire model” and enable “Export Materials/Textures” 
and “Merge Objects with the same Texture” for performance reasons.  
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FormIt Pro and Dynamo for compute integration in early-stage design  

FormIt’s integration with Dynamo allows you to use computational algorithms for repetitive tasks 
like stairs and curtainwalls, and explore design options for building layouts or façade studies. 
FormIt ships with some sample Dynamo graphs; Array Along Path is one of these examples 
which uses selection in FormIt to drive resulting geometry from the Dynamo graph. 
 

Dynamo Sample Script: Array Along Path  
1. From the Dynamo panel, select the Array Along Path tool 

 
2. Select the object you would like to array – this can be in a group or not. Then click the 

horizontal “continue” arrow. 

 
3. Select the Path along which you want to array – this can be in a group, or not. It must be 

a continuous path and can be made up of one more line segments. Then click the check-
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box to array the geometry. 

 
4. Select the resulting array and adjust its parameters in the Properties panel on the right. 

Click “Run” to re-run the graph and update the geometry. You can also edit the Path and 
re-run the graph, or open the graph for editing in Dynamo. The Dynamo graph is live-
connected to the FormIt window, so any change you make in the Dynamo graph will 
update in FormIt. 

 
 

5. You can open and edit the graph in Dynamo if you prefer. For an overview of how FormIt 
and Dynamo work together, watch this short video: https://youtu.be/uxyTZM9UPMU 

 

Dynamo: Create building program 
 
This particular Dynamo graph generates three FormIt groups: one for the first-floor geometry, 
one for all upper level geometry combined, and one for the corridors. I want each of my floor 
plates to be a separate group in order to assign a specific material to it, so I am going to use the 
graph in an unconventional way. This will allow me to color-code each floor separately to indicate 
usage and the transition to Revit will be smoother. To do this, I’ll create the building in two parts: 
Part 1 is Levels 3 and 4, Part 2 is Levels 1 and 2. 

 
1. Create Levels 3 and 4: Click on the Dynamo script “AU2020-BLDG-SAMPLE.dyn” and 

you are prompt to pick a guideline, which I’ve already drawn. Remember, it must be a 
continuous path and can be made up of one more line segments. 

https://youtu.be/uxyTZM9UPMU
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2. Click the check-box to generate the geometry. Once it is generated, you can change the 
floor-to-floor heights of the first level or upper levels, change the corridor width, unit depth 
and more. Click Run to re-run the graph to update the geometry. 
 

 
 

3. Move the geometry up 24’-0” – it’s going to represent the upper levels (Level 3 and 4) of 
the building. Select the group geometry, hover over a corner until you see a red square 
cursor and drag up in the Z-direction. Hold Shift to lock the movement along the Z-axis. 
Press tab and enter 24.’  

 
 

4. The path can be edited, and a simple re-run of the graph will regenerate the building.  
To edit the path, double-click on the path to edit the group. Tip: Settings> Hide Group 
Content (shortcut key H) will turn off all geometry except what’s in the group 
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5. Enter Dynamo to explore the graph further. Click on the Edit Embedded Graph button 
from the Properties Panel of the generated geometric form. (Make sure the geometry in 
the mode is selected first). For an overview of how FormIt and Dynamo work together, 
watch this short video: https://youtu.be/uxyTZM9UPMU  

 
 

6. The parameters for this geometry, the 3rd and 4th floors of the building, should be: 
Number of Floors = 2 
Typical Floor Height = 10’-0’ 
First Floor Height = 10’-0’ 
Unit Depth = 24’-0” 
Corridor Width = 5’-0” 
 
 

https://youtu.be/uxyTZM9UPMU
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7. Create Levels 3 and 4: Use the same path you selected the first time and adjust the 
parameters, then re-run the graph: 
Number of Floors = 2 
Typical Floor Height = 10’-0’ 
First Floor Height = 14’-0’ 
Unit Depth = 30’-0” 
Corridor Width = 5’-0” 

 
 

8. Put the building geometry on a layer called Design Option 1. 
a. On the Layers panel, click the “+” and rename the new Level to “Design Option1.” 

 
b. Select the building geometry and on the Properties panel, select Layer “Design 

Option 1.” 
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9. Assign materials to the floor plates to indicate usage. 
 

a. Select one of the groups and double-click to edit it.  
b. Now select one of the nested groups, which is a single Level of the building. 
c. Go to the Materials panel, locate material “Program-Residential”, click on it and then click 

on the Level 2 group. The group should change colors.  
d. Assign other Materials, indicating usage, to other Levels.  
e. Assign a material to the central corridor of the building. 
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10. Assign Levels to the building to track areas. 
a. Set Levels in the Levels panel. In this example, I’m tracking buildings at two 

different heights on my site; one location has a first floor at 0’-0” and the other has 
a first floor starting at 4’-0,” so I have two sets of Levels in my model. To create a 
new Level, go to the Levels panel and click on the “+.” Rename the Level by 
clicking on the name. For the building I just created, I have 4 Levels: 
 
Level 1 = 0’-0” 
Level 2 = 14’-0” 
Level 3 = 24’-0” 
Level 4 = 34’-0” 
 

 
b. Apply Levels to the geometry from the Properties panel. Select both parts of the 

building (Levels 1&2, Levels 3&4) and on the Properties Panel, click “Use Levels” 
and check the boxes next to only the Levels that apply to this building: 
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Tips and Best Practices 
• Dynamo is a non-blocking operation in FormIt, so you can rerun a graph and keep 

working on other parts of the model- this is different than how it works in Revit. 

• Dynamo geometry comes into FormIt as mesh objects, which helps with performance. 
New in FormIt 2021.3, you can apply Levels to meshes for area calculations. 

• Mesh objects can easily convert to solid objects by right-clicking and choosing the 
“Meshes to Objects” tools. However, once you make this change, the geometry is no 
longer associated with the Dynamo graph. (Conversely, solid objects can easily be 
converted to meshes with the “Objects to Meshes “ tool.) 

 
• It can be helpful to remove the context while in edit group mode to better see the 

geometry. To do this either type “H” while in group edit mode or go the Settings menu> 
Hide Group Context. 
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• Only geometry that is visible will report areas, so you can change between various Design 
Options by turning Layers on and off and see the change to Gross Area, Floor Area Ratio 
(FAR) to assess the designs. 

• Levels that have been applied to geometry in FormIt will transfer to Revit on Import, so you 
don’t have to re-create all the levels you already created in FormIt. Once in Revit, you can 
apply Mass Floors to specified levels that came across from FormIt. (I’ll talk more about this 
in the next segment.) 

 
 

FormIt Pro and Revit for programming and feasibility studies  

FormIt and Revit create a nice workflow for early studies of programming and site feasibility. This 
exercise will demonstrate how to assess three design options for a site and quantify area and 
usage in simple diagrams to present to the client. 
 

Model Design Options in FormIt: Step by Step Guide 
1. Create massing forms manually or with Dynamo scripts. 
2. Place masses in groups – this helps manage them when they come into Revit. 

a. Geometry on different levels should be different groups 
b. Geometry that is different program usage should be different groups 

3. Groups in FormIt are not automatically assigned a category- this is fine. If a FormIt group 
does not have a designated category, it comes into Revit as Mass category, which is 
what we want. 

4. Create Levels in FormIt and assign levels to the groups (see above). 
5. If the site slopes or different buildings have different floor-to-floor heights, create one level 

for each floor. For example, I have one building that has the first floor at 0’-0” and another 
building that has the first floor at 4’-0’ I create a Level 1 (at 0’-0’) and a Level 1.3 (at 4’-
0”). 
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6. Place design options on different layers. In this example, I have three design options 
named Design Option 2, Design Option 3, and Design Option 4. 
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 Design Option 2        Design Option 3                      Design Option 4 

 

 

Transfer FormIt Designs to Revit: Step By Step Guide 
FormIt transfers to Revit through a plug-in called the FormIt Converter, which installs 
automatically with Revit. Click on the button in Revit, browse to a FormIt model (.axm file) and 
import to Revit. Whatever geometry is visible in the FormIt model at the time of the last save is 
what will transfer to Revit- this helps us bring over design options one at a time! 
 

   
 

1. In FormIt, isolate the FormIt Design Option geometry by turning off layers so that only 
one design option displays. 

 
2. Save the FormIt model. This is important because “Import FormIt to RVT” imports only 

the saved, visible geometry in the FormIt view. 
3. Open Revit. (I’m using Revit 2021.1) I have a template already set up that contains Revit 

Design Options, views, schedules and sheets set to show the various design options. For 
setting up Design Options in Revit see: https://tinyurl.com/y36or7hk 

4. Enter a design option in Revit from a 3D view. I am transferring Design Option 2 from 
FormIt to Revit, so I open the Revit 3D view called “3D Design-Option 2.” The Design 
Option is se up like this: 

5. The Design option in Revit is set up like this: 

https://tinyurl.com/y36or7hk
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Enter into the Design Option mode and pick “Design Option 2 (primary)”. Any other geometry in 
the model will appear greyed-out. 

             
 

6. Click “Import FormIt to RVT,” browse to the .axm file and Design Option 2 from 
FormIt (which is the only geometry visible in FormIt the last time you saved the model) will 
transfer to Revit. Change the Design Option setting to display “Main Model:” 

             
 

7. Add Mass Floors to each building floor. Select each Mass separately, click on the 
Mass Floors button in the contextual ribbon, select the Level the mass sits on. To do this, 
you need to be in the Design Option that the FormIt geometry was imported into. Note: If 
you assign a Mass Floor Level to a Mass which doesn’t intersect that floor, no additional 
area will be calculated. 
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8. Fill in the usage parameter for each building floor. Once Mass Floors have been 
assigned, select each Mass Floor individually and fill in the Usage parameter. 
Note: you may need to hover over the location of the Mass Floor and tab-select to cycle 
past the Mass-selection, which will occur first. 

 
 

9. Create a view in Revit to isolate one typical building from the design and add Mass Floor 
Tags to it. The example Mass Floor Tag includes three parameters Usage, Level and 
Floor Area, but you can customize this in the family editor. 
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10. Create a schedule and use Sort to study area calculations by level. 
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Edit visibility Graphics of the schedule to show the designated Design Option 

 
 

  
11. Create a schedule and use Sort to study area calculations by usage. 

 

 
Edit visibility Graphics of the schedule to show the designated Design Option 
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12. Create a sheet for each Design Option and layout the views on the sheet. 

             

              
 

Tips and Best Practices 

• Note: the area totals (in square feet) are slightly different in Revit and FormIt. If I isolate 
the Level 1 floor plate from one building in Design Option 2, FormIt reports 9,099 SF. The 
Mass Floor Tag in Revit reports 8,698 SF. The difference is that FormIt is including the 
corridor geometry in the number and Revit is not. 

• Tab-select is your friend: may need to hover over the location of the Mass Floor and tab-
select to cycle past the Mass-selection, which will occur first. 

• When you “Tag All” Mass Floors, tags may appear for mass floors that are not visible in 
the view- you’ll need to delete them. 

 

FormIt Pro and Revit for Advanced Visualization  

Walkthroughs and real time visualization are a great way to engage clients and consultants in the 
design process. FormIt’s geometry and advanced materials for early stage design easily transfer 
to Revit for more visualization options. FormIt materials display in Revit’s Realistic visual style 
with no additional rework.  
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Step by Step guide 
1. In FormIt, make visible only the geometry that you want to come into Revit. Save the 

model in this state.   
2. Use the FormIt Converter “Import FormIt to RVT” button to transfer the FormIt geometry 

into Revit. All materials will come into Revit and will display in Revit’s materials dialog with 
the prefix ‘FormIt.” 

 
3. Create a perspective view in Revit. Start in a Plan view and from the view tab, expand the 

3D View button and choose Camera. Click once to place the camera location and a 
second time to indicate the far extents of the camera view. The view will open 
automatically.  

   
 

4. Use the Steering Wheel or other navigation tools to adjust the view. 
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5. Change the visual style of the 3D view to Realistic mode for rendered material 
appearance. 

             
 

6. Turn on shadows and other graphics from the Graphics Display Dialog.  

               
 

7. Navigate through the view using your preferred tools. I prefer the Fly tool and 
the Steering Wheel tool. 

              

 
Tips and Best Practices 
• For FormIt materials to transfer correctly to Revit, you should be in Revit 2021.1 -there 

was a new enhancement to maintain scaling of materials on transfer. 
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• If the FormIt geometry fails to import to Revit, turn off some of the geometry and import it 
in several sections. 

• Don’t expect trees to transfer from FormIt to Revit nicely- I always place new trees in 
Revit to replicate the trees that were placed in the FormIt model. 

• Play around with the Graphics Display Options for your 3D view to get the best visuals for 
your needs. 

• FormIt materials in Revit can be applied to Revit system families just like any other 
material in Revit. I like to create walls, floors, and roof that use materials from FormIt, 
then use “By Face” tools to quickly generate Revit elements from FormIt objects. (But this 
is for anther class!) 

 
 

More about FormIt and FormIt Pro 

Main web page: https://formit.autodesk.com/ 
FormIt vs. FormIt Pro: https://www.autodesk.com/compare/compare-features/formit 
FormIt + BIM 360 Docs: https://formit.autodesk.com/page/formit-bim-360-docs 
FormIt + Dynamo: https://formit.autodesk.com/page/formit-dynamo  
FormIt + Insight for energy analysis: https://formit.autodesk.com/page/formit-insight 
FormIt Plugins and API:  https://formit3d.github.io/FormItExamplePlugins/ 
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